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In 1993 the Dutch Government issued the official statement that geological storage
of high toxic waste (among which radioactive waste) will only be permitted under
the condition of retrievability (NMP art.62.) This boundary condition opened a
wide variety of new aspects. Not only of technical and safety nature but also meant
a stimulant to reopen the social-ethical debate, not in the least because
retrievability offered a variety of objectives to be purchased.

The rigid political ordination with respect to retrievability was induced by two
former technical reports, one of the Council for Environmental and Nature
Research (R.M.N.O.) named 'On top or deep down" and a second carried out by
the Delft Technical University Mining Faculty, ordered by the 'Research
Commission for Radioactive Waste Disposal (OPLA). Both reports concluded that
in rock salt -at that time the chosen host rock in the Netherlands- a retrievable
option was feasible. The report from the Delft University concluded that a period
of 100 years was almost certain to be guaranteed, most likely considerably longer
in conjunction with maintenance capacities.

Since 1995 the new research commission 'CORA' (Research Commission on
Radioactive Waste Disposal) has focussed its activities very clearly on two
subjects, retrievability and clay, the latter as an alternative host rock.

Besides a series of technical aspects with respect to the retrievable option, much
attention was paid to the strategic consequences of this option.
In the first place the question of which objectives can be purchased.

Seven major objectives were identified, which are:
1. Removal in case of unexpected calamities
2. Removal -eventually of waste with special characteristics- in order to subject

to transmutation processes
3. Removal in favour of economical reuse.
4. Monitoring to validate the results of modelling studies and other computations

in a 'one to one' situation in space and time in the original geological and
mining-technical setting.

5. To redesign details of the mining concept at the hand of monitoring results and
practical experiments.

6. To enable a procedure of chronological part-decisions with respect to "go - no
go"
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7. Feeding the 'rolling present' concept of NEA (NEA collective opinion 1995)
with the most relevant information to bring a final decision on definite closure
to the highest level of security.

Besides these objectives however, a retrievable option also offers a variety of
scenarios (Figure 1) coupled by means of a system of chronological part-decisions.
Each part decision to be taken at the hand of the outcome of a period of monitoring
and fact-finding. Decisions that may vary from 'back to surface' via 'prolongation
of the observations' -either in the existing framework and facility or elsewhere- till
ready for "definite closure".

Options for retrievable disposal of HLW
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Fig.l

Figure 1 also demonstrates how a geological, retrievable option may function in
the general strive for 'confidence building'. However, with respect to the subject
"confidence building" there are rather sensitive aspects. In the first place
confidence building should not get the odour to be a goal in itself, a technique to
convince the public. Confidence building has to radiate being a vehicle to prove or
to disprove that geological storage is the most acceptable solution.

In the second place the choice between approval or disapproval has to be made on
the base of understandable facts, arguments and procedures. In this respect
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untraceable results of modelling and computations have proved to fail. Maybe the
simple saying 'the prove of the pudding is the eating' offers a clue.

Therefore a sufficient time of reversible practice with tangible facts and figures
may be the most convincing vehicle to get a satisfactory decision procedure. When
confidence building is understood in this way, some form of retrievability may
play a practical if not even an indispensable role in such concept of confidence
building.

Apart however from the direct practical role retrievability can play, in a well
understood process of 'confidence building' based on the production of
consumable facts and figures, retrievability also can play a special role in the
social-ethical discussions.

In The Netherlands since tenths of years the waste policy is dominated by two
principles. The first one is reversibility, the second comprises the so called IMC
criteria (Isolation, Manageability and Control). These principles have their roots in
a social-ethical approach. The traditional concept of definit closure of a geological
facility immediately after filling didn't meet the requirements of these two
principles.

A retrievable storage however meets these requirements to an almost full extent
and therefore formed an acceptable starting point for a meaningful debate on a
social-ethical level.

Also the so-called 'Buser paradox' offers a sizeable point in this respect. This
paradox points to the inconsequence that, on one hand serious doubts on human
capacities to manage nuclear plants now or in the future are used as an argument
against nuclear energy, but on the other hand there is a strong pleading to keep the
waste at or near the surface because of a dominant trust in human supervision.
With this paradox we enter the domain of the discussion 'storage at the surface or
at geological depth'. Using retrievability as a thinking model we can state that also
the maintenance and in fact its span of functional life is depending on the
capabilities of future generations in the same way as a storage at the surface. So a
decline of human capacities strikes both options in the same way.
In other words we have comparable circumstances for both options- the accessible
situation- until some future date determined by the level of human capabilities.

From that fatal date on we have to consider two clearly split scenario systems; the
scenarios regarding surface storage and the scenarios with respect to geological
storage.

The scenarios of geological storage are to be divided into:
1. Before the date of human incompetence and after an adequate period of

observations, validations and procedural steps during the retrievable period
definitive closure was decided and carried out. This means that the waste is
put under the care of an approved and socially accepted, natural, geological
isolation.

2. The decision on definitive closure is not yet taken; no adequate maintenance is
to foresee. The waste is necessarily trusted to a natural 'fail safe' mechanism.
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The scenarios of the surface storage also can be divided into two groups.
1. The cause of incapabilities to carry out the proper surveillance and

maintenance is a deterioration of human capabilities. A dilapidation of the
facility is to be foreseen and the area may expected to be inhabitable over a
time-span determined by the decay periods of the waste components.

2. The motive is not decided by the human level of capacities but by the human
inability to withstand natural processes at the surface. In this respect it is
inevitable to realise that the earth surface is the 'working floor of nature'.
Short term events, like floodings, earthquakes, volcanism, landslides etc often
have irresistible forces. Long-term events related to major climate changes
such as ice ages causing vigorous extensions of land-ice masses, major sea
level fluctuations and hydrological changes even may change morphology of
the earth surface drastically, especially in moderate latitudes. These 'natural
disasters' have a potential to spread the waste over subcontinental areas.

Overlooking the scenarios we may however not yet conclude that a retrievable
geological storage deserves outspoken priority. A more intrusive contemplation
reveals the following points of attention:
• With regards to a geological storage the effect of perfect isolation is not yet

proven.
One may argue that a retrievable execution of a geological storage may solve
such question to a convincible level. However interactions between the waste
and its containers with the host rock may effect the initial isolation capacity of
the host rock. At the moment it is still questionable if a limited time-span of
retrievability will offer sufficient information. The same is valid with respect
to man-made barriers in the facility. So we may conclude that a minimum
timespan of retrievability should be related to the period necessary to collect
the relevant information.

• Another critical remark to be made is the reliability of long term isolation
particularly with respect to a retrievable execution. Long term safety is the
ultimate goal of geological storage and from that point of view the provisions
related to retrievability may not hamper either the effect of a controlled
definitive closure, nor the effect of the automatic fail-safe process.
Besides a retrievable geological option has its particular safety problems
during the period of accessibility. The latter may show many similarities with
the storage at the surface, however the objectives of monitoring and technical
adjustments may put an extra burden on the safety aspects.
Regarding the roughly outlined risks of a storage at the surface one can take
precautions by choosing locations with a minimal risk regarding destroying
the morphology. This means locations outside the reach of glacial processes,
sea-level changes, floodings, etc. However, this will imply international
solutions for the simple reason that the requirements of a geomorphologic
most stable position are not yet within the territories of a great number of
countries. Moreover long transports unavoidably connected with international
solutions is also a price to pay besides the fact that international solutions are
political still out of the question.
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To conclude, there are sufficient reasons to undertake serious research with respect
to a retrievable geological storage, not only from the point of view of geo
techniques and safety but also because it offers a link to involve social-ethical
arguments into the discussion. The latter because participation in the decision
making is not merily based on the believe in disputable figures but on checkable
data in a comprehensive framework of scenario's, procedures and step-wise
decisions with a great deal of social-ethical entrances.
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